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The problem

Structure determination from NMR data.

Formally:

From observations D recorded with an NMR spectrometer

derive the structure X of a biomolecule.

We have:

A theory f that relates coordinates to data:

D ≈ f(X) (forward model).
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The naive solution

Conventional structure determination:

Invert the forward model: X = f−1(D)

Implementation: minimisation of a hybrid energy function, distance

geometry with NOE-based distances.

‖D − f(X)‖2 → min

or

λ ‖D − f(X)‖2 + E(X) → min
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Difficulties

arise if:

• theory f is

1. degenerate (Karplus curve)

2. incomplete (unknown A,B,C)

3. approximate (no dynamics)

• data D are

1. incomplete (e.g. couplings for only certain dihedral angles)

2. imperfect (noise, processing errors, wrong assignments,etc.)
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The nature of the problem

Missing information: parameters of the theory, effects not

described by theory, magnitude of experimental error, etc.

⇒ Structure determination is
an inference problem

(i.e. requires reasoning from partial knowledge)

Consequence: incomplete information only leads to uncertain

conclusions, i.e. we cannot deduce the structure.
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Inferential structure determination

No single “true” structure can be inferred from the data.
Every possible structure is plausible to a lesser or greater
extent depending on the data.

Quantitatively: Assign a real number

Pi (plausibility) to each configuration

Xi of the molecule.

Inferential structure

determination (ISD):

Solve a structure determination

problem by calculating the Pi

values.
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What determines Pi ?

Pi should be objective, i.e. only determined by the information

we have at hand (data + background knowledge such as theories,

physical properties of biomolecular structures, etc.).

Read: “the plausibility of Xi to be the molecular structure

given data D and assuming background information I”

D: experimental data (NOEs, RDCs, scalar couplings, etc.)

I: background information and assumptions
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Limiting cases

complete D indifferent D realistic case

The distribution of the plausibilities reflects our uncertainty about
the coordinates.
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How to manipulate the Pi ?

• Cox (1946): Pi behave like probabilities

• The laws of probability theory are the only consistent rules

to manipulate the Pi

• Any other formalism leads to inconsistent conclusions
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How to get the Pi ?

A direct consequence of the probability calculus is
Bayes’ theorem (1763):

P (X|DI) ∝ P (D|XI) P (X|I)

posterior ∝ likelihood × prior

• P (D|XI) (the likelihood):

plausibility for observing D if

we know that X is the struc-

ture and assume additional

background knowledge I

• P (X|I) (the prior): no data
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Probabilistic modelling

Statistical physics: Boltzmann ensemble is conformational prior

P (X|I) =
1

Z(β)
exp

{
−β Ephys(X)

}
, β = (kB T )−1

Likelihood:

• X
f→ ytheo for one measurement

• observed value yobs deviates

from ytheo, σ quantifies

the error

• for n measurements:

P (D|XI) =
n∏

i=1

P (yi|XI)
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Modelling NMR data

Example: assigned NOESY data

• forward model: ISPA Vij = γ d−6
ij (X)

• likelihood: log-normal since Vij > 0

p(Vij|X, γ, σ) =
1√

2π σ2 Vij

exp
{
−

1

2σ2
log2

(
γ d−6

ij /Vij

) }

Our theory always involves auxiliary parameters α:

• NOESY: calibration factor α = {γ}
• RDC: alignment tensor α = {S1, S2, S3, S4, S5}
• J couplings: Karplus coefficients α = {A, B, C}
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Treatment of nuisance parameters

Extended hypothesis space: unknowns (X, α, σ) with prior

P (X, α, σ|I) =
1

Z(β)
exp

{
−β Ephys(X)

}
π(α, σ).

Joint posterior:

P (X, α, σ|D, I) ∝ P (D|X, α, σ, I)P (X, α, σ|I)

Marginalisation:

P (X|D, I) =
∫

dαdσ P (X, α, σ|D, I)
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Structure calculation

• The joint posterior P (X, α, σ|D, I) is the complete solution of
a structure determination problem

• P (X, α, σ|D, I) can only be analysed numerically

• Determination of the most probable structure neglects
structural uncertainty and alternative conformations

Approximate the multi-

dimensional posterior by

a histogram

⇒ generate samples
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How we do it

Generate posterior samples
(
X(k), α(k), σ(k)

)
∼ p(X, α, σ|D, I)

⇒ Markov Chain Monte Carlo

Gibbs sampling

Joint posterior determines p(α|·), p(σ|·), p(X|·).
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How we do it (cont.)

Problem: Multiple modes ⇒ Replica-exchange Monte Carlo

Idea: Simulate a chain of “heated” (i.e. transformed) systems
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Conformational posterior

Data: 13C / 15N NOESY spectra of the TUDOR domain∗

P (X|D, I) ∝
∫

P
(
13C|X, γC, σC, I

)
P

(
15N|X, γN, σN, I

)
× P (X, γC, γN, σC, σN|I) dγC dγN dσC dσN

• P (X|DI) depends only on

the data and background

knowledge.

• P (X|DI) is the

NMR ensemble!

∗Selenko et al., Nat. Struct. Biol. (2001)
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Conformational uncertainty

The conformational posterior represents structural uncertainty

⇒ uncertainty of atom positions can be calculated from

conformational samples.

Uncertainty depends on size and quality of the data set.
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Nuisance parameters I

• Estimate unknown parameters of the theory (calibration
factors, Karplus coefficients, etc.) along with structure

• Conditional posterior distributions determined by the forward
model, the likelihood and the rules of probability theory

• No heuristics necessary

γ ∼ Lognormal
(
V d6, σ2/n

)
, (A, B, C) ∼ Normal

∗ data: Ubiquitin (Cornilescu et al., JACS (1998))
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Nuisance parameters II

• σ effectively weighs one data set relative to the other data
sets and background knowledge

• It can directly be sampled (no cross-validation necessary)

• We cannot distinguish between noise (errors in the data) and
systematic errors (imperfections in the theory)

∗ data: Ubiquitin (Cornilescu et al., JACS (1998))
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Nuisance parameters II (cont.)

Error σ represents width of the error model and depends on

consistency of the data.

• σ serves as figure of merit for the data

• Not limited to NOESY data
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Benefits of the Bayesian approach

Non-exhaustive list of benefits that directly result from solving

structures probabilistically:

• ISD: A structure determination problem is solved

by calculating P (X|DI)

• Objectivity: Theory and error model determine the

conformational posterior uniquely

• No free parameters (such as weight constants, etc.)

• Online estimation of Karplus curves, molecular alignment,

and NOESY scale
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• Better modelling of data: theories involving many

unknown parameters do not pose a problem,

#{params} > #{data} is feasible

• Uncertainty estimates for atomic coordinates

• Unbiased analysis of heterogeneous data

• Sampling: to fully exploit the information content use MCMC

(i.e. estimate unknown parameters instead of fixing them,

obtain statements about uncertainties for all parameters)


